
 
 

VërSpanken™ and how to sell it 
 
 
You’ve got the VërSpanken in your store. You’ve read the instruction booklet. You’ve watched the video. 
You might even be holding it in your hand right now.  So how do you sell it?   
 
The VërSpanken instruction booklet and video are great places to start with your customers.  Have them 
available for view.  Also, here are a few extra sales pointers that we hope will help you introduce 
VërSpanken to your customers: 
 

• Tell them that VërSpanken is not just “another” male sleeve. It is a totally new and unique 
take on male pleasure products. 

 
• Have an open demo sample available. Show the customer how to open and close 

VërSpanken™. It is helpful to show them that the opening is not the snap/lock “button”, but 
instead, the way to open VërSpanken is to push/slide the “button” side of the housing up while 
pulling the other side side straight down, thus releasing the lock (see Illustration below ). 

  
• Stress the importance of a good lube (a great opportunity to upsell!) We suggest having some 

heavy water-based lube and hand wipes available near your VërSpanken demonstrator display. 
The customer can lube up their fingers and slide them into the VërSpanken. This is the real “AH 
HA!” moment for men and women alike. “Feeling is Believing.” After feeling it, I can’t tell you 
how many women have said to us that they wish they had a penis, just so they could use this toy. 
 

• Show them the WaterWieners™! Tell them that VërSpanken is the world’s first fully 
customizable sex toy for men. Let people hold a WaterWieners™ and explain that these 
accessory tubes (sold separately) are more dense and firm than the FoamWieners that come with 
VërSpanken. HOT SEX- WaterWieners can be microwaved for warmth or refrigerated for chill. I 
know this mix and match of temperatures sounds crazy, but you have never felt anything like it. 

 
 

• There is variety! Both Water and FoamWieners come in three textures: Smooth, Wavy & 
Bumpy. You can mix and match varying textures, temperatures and firmness, for a new 
experience every time.  Show the customer how to remove and replace the wieners so they can 
see how easy they are to change and clean. 

                                                                                                                       



• VërSpanken is great for couples! VërSpanken is one of the only couples toys on the market 
designed for men. This open-ended toy allows a partner to watch or touch while being used. 
Show them the VerSpanken instruction insert and suggested positions and uses. 

                          
 

ARE THE WEINERS REALLY DIFFERENT? 
 

• Each Weiner Design has a different feeling. For example… 
o The Smooth Wieners feels like big, soft lips giving you a deep wet blow job. 
o The Bumpy Wiener’s add an exciting and textured feel. 
o The Wavy Wiener’s feel more like penetration, the multiple waves give a sort of pop, 

pop, pop feeling as you slide in and out. 
 

• FoamWieners™ Come pre-installed in each VërSpanken. They are lighter in weight and provide 
a softer grip. (IMPORTANT: Do not heat FoamWieners, you will damage them.) 
 

• WaterWieners™ Are sold Separately. They are heavier and denser. This allows for a tighter fit 
and a substantial feel. In addition, unlike the FoamWieners, these wieners are Microwave Safe 
and Refrigerator Friendly. 

 
FEEL YOUR WIENER!:  Many microwave ovens have different power ratings. Warm your WaterWieners 
slowly. Start with 10-20 seconds at a time until you reach your desired temperature. On average, you should not 
warm (2) WaterWieners for more than 1½ to 2 minutes.  For (1) WaterWiener, warm for about half that time. 
Keep in mind, the water inside the WaterWieners is much hotter than the outside surface, so place them directly 
into the VerSpanken housing after warming. 
 
 
 

 
We hope these tips help!  Happy VërSpanken! 

 


